
 

Leadership 395 
Leadership for the Digital Media World 

Professors 
Ben Lichtenwalner 610.390.4003 Ben@ModernServantLeader.com  @BLichtenwalner 
Timothy Haines 616.594.0368 Timothy.T.Haines@gmail.com  @TimothytHaines 
Steve Vanderveen 616-395-7246 Vanderveen@Hope.edu  

Overview 
Leadership and marketing share a common need: influence. The tools available today are 
dramatically changing the opportunities and risks of influence. Leadership 395 seeks to better 
prepare Hope College students to master this evolving landscape of influence in a digital media 
world. 

Requirements 

Book  Paradigm Flip: Leading People, Teams, and Organizations Beyond the 
Social Media Revolution 

Laptop or Tablet Many classes require online access. Please come prepared with a tablet 
and / or laptop. 

 

Grading 
25% Class Participation (both in class and in between, online) 
50% Audit Project 
25% Incident Assessments (Submit weekly, 5 best selected for grading throughout the year)  

Weekly Assignment 
Provide a brief (3 or 4 sentences) write up and be prepared to present an online incident related 
to a topic we already covered or we plan to cover in that class. You may be asked to present 
that topic. Please use the form at the link below to submit your incident / topic at least 24 hours 
before the next class.  
 

Your write up should include: 
1. What the leader or organization did right or wrong 
2. What was the impact on the organization and it’s stakeholders 
3. What the class can learn from it and / or what questions does it raise 

 
Weekly Assignment Form: http://modernservantleader.com/ldr395/ldr395-weekly-ideas/   



 
Course Outline 
 
1. Thursday 8/28 
Required Reading:   CFL Blog: Threads: MOVE SLOW; Find Your Calling 
Optional Reading:  Paradigm Flip, Trust Agents, Return on Relationship 
Topics:    Introductions, course overview, digital footprints 
Description: 
We’ll begin with the basics: walking through the syllabus and major components of the course, 
including grading. Then, we’ll get to know each other through a fun exercise - researching each 
other’s digital footprint and introducing the other person based on what we find. 
 
2. Thursday 9/4 
Required Reading:   PF p1-49 / Digital: p11-37 (Introduction, Social Media) 
Optional Reading:  Trust Agents, Return on Relationship 
Topics:    History of Social Media, Implications on Work, Play, Life  
Description: 
Social media is significantly altering the way we work, play and live. We’ll review the history of 
social media and cover some key questions. How does it impact your life, both positively and 
negatively? What are the key lessons the appliance manufacturer could learn from the incident 
in the introduction? What are the timeless concepts of social media (and are there any missing 
from the book)? What are the most common arguments against social media’s use and how are 
they correct and incorrect? 
 
3. Thursday 9/11 
Required Reading:   PF p51-95 /Digital: p38 - 65 (Leading People, Your Platform) 
Optional Reading:  Trust Agents, Return on Relationship 
Topics:    Leadership Communication Eras, Platforms, and Tools 
Description:    
What is a platform? How have communication tools and platforms evolved for leaders 
throughout history? What are veneer identities and how do they help or hurt organizations and 
their leaders? Do you think the days of veneer identities are numbered? We’ll also have a 
demonstration of one or more industry-leading tools for social media monitoring & management. 
 
4. Thursday 9/18 
Required Reading:   PF p51-95 /Digital: p38 - 65 (same as previous class) 
Optional Reading:  Trust Agents 
Topics:    S.O.C.I.A.L. Principles & Servant Leadership,Trust 
Description:  
We’ll spend the class walking through principles behind SOCIAL leadership. In particular, we’ll 
dig deep into servant leadership - the foundation of of SOCIAL and authentic leadership in 
general. We’ll also cover Trust. The trust of stakeholders is vital for leaders and marketers alike. 



 
Why is this so critical and how does social media impact the trust of stakeholders? How can 
leaders and marketers leverage digital platforms for greater trust from stakeholders? 
 
5. Thursday 9/25 
Required Reading:  None 
Optional Reading:  Return on Relationship 
Topics:    Video Conference with an Industry Expert 
Description: 
Scheduled to have Ted Rubin and Kathryn Rose, authors of Return on Relationship: 
Relationships Are the New Currency: Honor Them, Invest in Them, and Start Measuring Your 
ROR. 
 
6. Thursday 10/2 
Required Reading:     
Optional Reading:   
Topics:    Social Media Marketing & Social Media Audit Introduction 
Description: 
We’ll learn about the components of social media marketing and walk through an actual social 
media plan. From there, we’ll look at a client-focused social media process and discuss what it 
takes to lead a social media audit out in the wild.  
 
7. Thursday 10/9 
Required Reading:     
Optional Reading:   
Topics:    ½  Class Case Study - ½  Class Project Kick Off    
Description: 
We’ll walk through a real-life case study of social media marketing in action. We’ll kick-off the 
audit project by identifying goals and deliverables. Notes: (Assign Teams - experience as 
leaders, working with others, not just friends) 
 
8. Thursday 10/16  NOTE: Class to carpool to Whirlpool Tonight 
Required Reading:   
Optional Reading:   
Topics:      
Description: 
We’ll meet at the classroom at 5:30 PM and carpool down to Whirlpool headquarters in Benton 
Harbor, MI. There we’ll meet our client, learn about the products and culture. This will be a great 
opportunity to ask any questions needed for the audit. To allow for travel time, plan to be back 
late (approximately 9:00 PM). 
 
9. Thursday 10/23  NOTE: Class Meets at Herman Miller Tonight (Whirlpool Too?) 
Required Reading:  None   



 
Optional Reading:   
Topics:    Herman Miller Culture, Social Media & Tools  
Description: 
We’ll meet at Herman Miller’s Design Yard office at 5:30 PM. Tour the front area, learn about 
the history, products and culture. This will be a great opportunity to ask any questions needed 
for the audit.  
 
10. Thursday 10/30 
Required Reading:  PF p152-172 /Digital: p96-109 (Your Principles - Serve Section) 
Optional Reading:  Servant as Leader; Journey to the East 
Topics:    ½ Class on Servant Leadership; ½  Class Collaboration 
Description: 
We’ll spend the first half of the class learning about servant leadership, the most fundamental 
concept to leadership in the Digital Media age. The second half of the class will be available for 
the team to collaborate on their project. We do ask you plan to stay in the class for this, so Tim 
and Ben can get a sense of how you are progressing.  
 
11. Thursday 11/6 
Required Reading:  None  
Optional Reading:   
Topics:    1/2 Client Visit Q&A; 1/2 Class Collaboration 
Description: 
The first half of the class will be a visit from the Herman Miller client. The second half of the 
class will be available for the team to collaborate on their project. We do ask you plan to stay in 
the class for this, so Tim and Ben can get a sense of how you are progressing. 
 
12. Thursday 11/13 
Required Reading:  PF p97-142 /Digital (Your Principles up to Serve)  
Optional Reading:   
Topics:    S.O.C.I.A.L. Principles Other Than Service  
Description: 
We’ll cover the remaining, key principles of SOCIAL leadership. What role does being Open, 
Connecting, Integrity, Action-orientation and listening,  play for leaders in different types of 
organizations (for-profit, NPO, religious, government…)? What’s more important for a leader’s 
connections, quantity or quality? Why is it more important than ever to be open and transparent 
with stakeholders? 
 
13. Thursday 11/20 
Required Reading:  None  
Optional Reading:  PF p175+ /Digital: 110+ (Remainder of book) 
Topics:    Project Presentations  
Description: 



 
Teams will present their final projects to our client(s). 
 
14. Thursday 11/27 
NO CLASS - Thanksgiving Break. 
 
15. Thursday 12/4 
Required Reading:  None  
Optional Reading:   
Topics:    Wrap-up, Review & Overflow  
Description: 


